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Abstract: Constructivist and sociocultural theories are crucial to contemporary education. This essay will compare the

similarities and differences between the two theories, and analyse the strengths and limitations of both of these theories in the

learning process.
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Introduction
Constructivist and sociocultural theories influence contemporary education. “Constructivist theory is an epistemology, a

learning or meaning-making theory, explaining the nature of knowledge and how do humans learn” (Ultanir 2012). In this

approach, educators do not instruct learners directly but provide some opportunities to encourage them to participate in

activities (Glasersfeld 2005). Sociocultural theory explains how individual mental function is related to cultural institutions

and historical context (Scott and Palincsar 2013). These two approaches have some similarities and differences. Both

approaches require learners observing others and constructing knowledge from the social circle. In contrast, the key

difference between these approaches is that they focus on different parts. Constructivist approach emphasizes self-direction,

while sociocultural theory emphasizes expert’s support. Besides, these theories have some limitations in the teaching process,

especially in different age groups, group size and subjects. This main body of the essay will be divided into two parts. Firstly,

it compares similarities and differences between constructivist and sociocultural approaches, and then evaluates these two

approaches in contemporary education from two aspects.

1. Compare constructivist approach and sociocultural approach
While there are some similarities between constructivist and sociocultural approaches, there are also differences. And

those differences are crucial to the comprehension and application of these two approaches in educational settings.

2. Similarities between these two approaches
There are some similarities between constructivist and sociocultural approaches. First and foremost, both approaches

require learners observing others. Ultanir (2012) claims that we learn through observation in daily life or science. Meanwhile,

Lantolf and Thorne (2007) point out that imitation is a way of sociocultural theory, which plays an essential role in the

development of children. In the process of imitation, children need to observe others, rather than to mimic peers mindlessly.

Therefore, these two approaches share the element of "observation". In addition, knowledge is not naturally formed but

constructed through reality and the environment. In the constructivist view, it means knowledge is constructed from the social

circle (Ultanir 2012). Similarly, from the sociocultural point of view, humans' cognitive activities are formed through the

interaction in the social environment (Lantolf and Thorne 2007). Consequently, these approaches rely on observation and

human' knowledge construction through the social circle.
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3. Differences between these two approaches
In contrast, some differences have been identified between constructivist and sociocultural theory. Firstly, these

approaches emphasize different aspects. To be specific, constructivists emphasize individuals' experience and knowledge

which are built by cognition (Ultanir 2012). Cognition is significant for construction of knowledge, while sociocultural

approach emphasizes social interaction. According to Lantolf and Thorne (2007), the most important human activity is

developing under the interaction of social and physical environment. Besides, in these approaches, knowledge is constructed

in different ways. Constructivist theory argues that knowledge is constructed by individuals, whereas the latter believes that

knowledge is passed from expert to novice. Piaget's constructivism points out that learners must construct knowledge by

themselves (Piaget 1953). On the other hand, Sociocultural approach points out that teachers bring their existing knowledge

to students helping learners solve problems in cooperation. In addition, these approaches focus on different things. Packer

and Goicoechea (2000) found that while the first approach focuses on what students can take away from the classroom, the

second approach focuses on classroom activities.

Through the above comparison, it can be found that constructivist and sociocultural theories are different routes to the

same goal (Packer and Goicoechea 2000). These two theories aim to help learners to construct knowledge. Although these

theories have some differences in subtle ways, they are useful for education. Then, the next section will evaluate these two

approaches in contemporary education.

4. Evaluation of application in contemporary education
Constructivist and sociocultural theories have been widely applied in contemporary education, so this section will

evaluate the use of two approaches in the classroom. Both approaches are relevant and effective. However, they have

limitations in some cases. Therefore, this section will analyse from four teaching methods.

5. Constructivist theory in contemporary education

5.1 Flipped learning
Constructivist approach always has been used in higher education (Alt, 2015), while there are some limitations in the

teaching process. Flipped learning is an instructional strategy, which reverses the traditional educational arrangement

(Abeysekera and Dawson 2015).

Figure 1 The Flipped Learning Model
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Compared with traditional teaching methods, Students are encouraged to share their evaluations and views with other

students in their groups (Phillips and Trainor 2014), so flipped learning can develop older children's self-direction and

increase their learning interests. Besides, older children can study at their own pace. When learners have spare time, they can

view lectures or videos on their mobile devices. However, if this approach is applied in low age groups, teaching quality

would decrease, because this approach requires learners to have more previous experiences and good self-direction, but

young children do not have good self-direction, educators cannot guarantee young children complete tasks before the class

(Abeysekera and Dawson 2015). Besides, the teaching process relies on technology, some poor areas are hard to implement

flipped learning. Moreover, implementing the flipped learning can be time-consuming in the teaching process, because

instructors and peers are not available to answer questions during video viewing, they should spend more time to solve

problems. Although this approach has some limitations, it is useful for higher education.

5.2 Anchored instruction
Constructivist approach is widely applied in contemporary art education, but it has some limitations. This approach

connects easily with art education (Thompson 2015), like anchored instruction, which is contextualized to provide students

with realistic roles and enhance the learning process. This approach is not about rote memorization, but it emphasizes

thinking, analyzing and applying. So this instruction using an anchored stimulate learners imagination in art education (Rieth

et al. 2003). Nevertheless, some limitations can be found in the teaching process. In theoretical education, learners discuss

different issues according to the contextualized, some students may discuss something unrelated to the topic, and teachers are

difficult to control the classroom. So the application of constructivist approach may reduce the efficiency of the classroom.

But when educators apply this approach in the classroom that students can develop imagination, constructivist theory is more

suitable for arts education (Thompson 2015).

As was shown, constructivist approaches have some limitations in teaching process. Then the next section will discuss

the applications based on sociocultural theories.

6. Sociocultural theory in contemporary education

6.1 The Zone of Proximal Development
Sociocultural approach matters for early education (Edwards 2003), but in some cases some limitations can be found.

Vygotsky's suggested that early childhood teaching should within the zone of proximal development (ZPD). ZPD is the

conceptual gap between what a student is and is not able to accomplish independently (Vygotsky 1978).

Figure 2 The Zone of proximal development, according to Vygotsky
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This approach fits well with early childhood learning (Stremmel and Fu 1993), because children in low cognition stage

who need teachers to help them to solve problems. And young children can comprehend theoretical knowledge faster under

the teacher's guidance. However, applying ZPD in early education is difficult for teachers to diagnose every learner's level

and prepare a teaching plan based on every child's ZPD, primarily when they use this approach to teach large numbers of

children, they will spend more time on preparation and have increasing workloads. Besides, it is hard to identify children's

ZPD, because everyone lives in a different learning environment and cultural background. These factors may influence on

children's ZPD development. Even though it is difficult for teachers to diagnose each child's ZPD, it can assist early

childhood in low cognition stage to comprehend fundamental concepts.

6.2 Scaffolding
Implement sociocultural theory have some positive effects and limitations. Sociocultural approach connects with

theoretical education easily, like teaching mathematics (Anghileri 2006). Recently, teachers use scaffolding to encourage

students to share their mathematical ideas. Scaffolding is a mechanism by which learners are helped to achieve their potential

learning (Stone et al. 1993).

Owing to scaffolding instruction develops individual thinking as well as leading mathematical valid understandings, this

approach is useful for mathematical learning. Besides, this approach engages the learners, because learners through teachers

prompting their build on previous knowledge and form new knowledge, rather than passively listen to presenting the

information (Amiripour 2012). However, this approach also has some limitations. Firstly, when teachers use scaffolding in

theoretical education, this approach requires that students should have some fundamental concepts. Scaffolding is actually

like a bridge, which used to build up things that students already know to achieve things they do not know (Benson 1997). So

if learners do not have relevant knowledge in some subjects, teachers are unable to implement the scaffolding. Besides, it is

also time-consuming, educators do not have enough time to implement entire scaffolding lessons. On certain occasions, If

teachers provide too much support to students, they can become dependent on teachers' guidance (McNeill et al. 2006). Even

though there are some drawbacks to the implementation of scaffolding instruction, this approach is crucial to theoretical

education.

This part evaluates these two theories in contemporary education. Although both approaches have some limitations in

some cases, they are far more important that these approaches have some positive impacts on children's learning and

development.

7. Conclusion
This essay compares constructivist and sociocultural theories and evaluated these approaches in contemporary education.

The key difference between these two approaches is that constructivist theory claimed that self-directed is crucial, while

sociocultural theory believed that knowledge is passed from expert to novice. Actually, these approaches play an important

role in the educational process. Both approaches have some limitations in contemporary education, particular teaching in

different age groups, subjects and group size. Educators should critically apply constructivist and sociocultural theories that

enable these approaches to contribute to more learning outcomes.
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